
InSpace is a video conferencing platform bui l t  by educators for educators.
Our research-informed design yields highly engaging learning experiences
that honor the human presence of teachers and learners who enjoy the
freedom to move around the screen, to join side conversations,  to enter and
leave visual ly-connected breakout rooms at any t ime, and to col laborate
virtual ly with peers.  

Keep the flexibility, but lose the fatigue.

Built for teaching and
learning.
You told us what you wanted; we bui l t
i t .  With InSpace, you can do everything
in a virtual classroom that you would
do in a physical classroom.  

InSpace is secure, accessible, and simple.

At InSpace, we take privacy and security ser iously.   We have
received a passing report for SOC2 Type I ,  and are obtaining our
Type I I .   We are FERPA and COPPA compliant ,  and we only col lect
personal data when necessary.

The InSpace platform conforms with WCAG
2.0 and 2. 1  AA standards,  and we're working
to go above and beyond to ensure an
accessible and seamless experience for al l .

InSpace is browser-based and requires no instal lat ion. Our
seamless integration with Canvas keeps things simple,  so you
can spend your t ime on teaching. 

Learn more at https://inspace.chat 

Note: InSpace has a new look,  
but we're st i l l  the same amazing product.



Accessibility is at our core.

InSpace is a video conferencing platform built by educators. Our research-informed design
celebrates authentic human presence in online learning by cultivating the freedom to move, to
engage within visually-connected breakout rooms, and to collaborate meaningfully with peers. 

We'll get straight to the point:  

InSpace meets WCAG 2.0 AA, WCAG 2.1 AA and Section 508 standards. 

The InSpace platform has been audited by David Berman, a leading accessibility expert to
obtain certification.  David and his team tested InSpace against all of the standards
independently, and they also enlisted individuals requiring assistive technologies and/or
modifications to ensure that we weren't just meeting the bar, but that it was a positive user
experience.  One tester, blind since birth, proclaimed, “I really like this thing! It’s really good!”

Accessibility Features
We're proud of designing InSpace with accessibility at its core - it's allowed us to innovate in
new and exciting ways.  These are just some of the unique features that InSpace has to offer.

Movement on CommandOffer Assistance

Captioning IntegrationPersonalization

Any participants can offer or request help from
another participant.  Once both parties confirm,
they are virtually tethered together to move about
the space with a guide. With this, the tethered
participants can have a shared experience.

You are free to move independently throughout a space
at any time with either your mouse or your arrow keys,
but we've also included notifications that when
acknowledged will push you to the determined location.  
This makes hopping into a seat in the presentation
room, or over to breakout room 3 a breeze.

Hosts can change background images with two
clicks! You can use something from the InSpace
gallery, or upload your own.  This allows you to use
backgrounds with appropriate contrast and ones
that best suit the needs of your participants.

The host is able to assign a participant to provide live
captioning during a meeting, but we've also
incorporated an integration with StreamText, so that if an
individual uses StreamText with a preferred captioner,
they have that as an option as well.

Note: InSpace has a new look,  
but we're st i l l  the same amazing product.

Learn more at https://inspace.chat 



engage in an annual SOC2 Type II audit
conduct penetration testing with a trusted vendor
have engineers dedicated to our security efforts
require all employees to complete background checks
require all employees to complete annual cyber security training
require all employees to review and acknowledge our Employee and
Business Policies
have an incident response plan, and complete practice exercises
have a disaster recovery plan, and complete practice exercises
have a staging and production environment
have end-to-end encryption for all data
collect only the data that is necessary for InSpace or its 3rd Party
Vendors 
conduct security audits on all 3rd Party Vendors
leverage 1Pass and a mobile device management plan for our
machines
comply with all applicable data and privacy laws and regulations
(e.g. GDRP, COPPA, FERPA)

At InSpace, we're in the business of providing an innovative video
conferencing and collaboration tool for the classroom, and that means that
we're in the business of protecting you and your data.

We take your privacy and security seriously, which is why we:

Your Security - Our Promise

InSpace was granted a SOC2 Type I report in July 2021 that
acknowledges all of InSpace's security controls as passing.
We will have our SOC2 Type II report this fall. HECVAT (Full
and Lite available upon request: support@inspace.chat) 
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